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ABSTRACT
The feasibility of a sidelooking, airborne, noncoherent 
doppler radar for detecting enemy redeployment and reinforcement 
vehicles with speeds in excess of two mph out to ranges of 
the order of fifty miles, that is, compatible with the United 
States Army inventory of planes and a suitable system of 
collecting the data and operating the plane under nonvisual 
conditions is established on the basis of current practice. 
Furthermore, the parameters are given for a system constructed 
from existing X-band devices that could demonstrate this 
feasibility and lead to suitable evaluation of the Army’s 
real interest in such a device. The maximum range would be 
somewhat less than desired, but it would permit determining 
the secondary parameters for engineering an ultimate device.
t
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1» INTRODUCTION
The potential usefulness of an airborne, sidelooking, MTI 
radar for detecting enemy redeployment and reinforcement under 
nonvisual conditions has been suggested several times and 
again by Mr« J0 M. Wolf at a meeting on October 26, 1955* at 
the Army Electronic Proving Grounds at Fort Huachuca<> An 
altitude between 1,000 and 10,000 feet would increase the 
range of "seeing” into enemy terrain over that of any radar 
on the ground except under the most fortuitous circumstances0 
Furthermore, with the flight over friendly terrain and 
necessarily reasonably slow, the operation would be compatible 
with the Army’s inventory of small planes»
IIo THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The feasibility of such a radar has been investigated 
and substantiated within certain limitations. The principal 
limiting phenomena for the use of an airborne, pulse to pulse 
comparison, noncoherent, MTI radar are (l) the minimum 
detectable speeds of the target and (2) the clutter modulation 
being presented as false targets»
A» Noncoherent doppler detection of a moving target on 
the ground depends upon the target’s signal modulating the con­
comitant signal from the patch of illuminated ground around the 
target. This may be expressed as y * A(l + m cos 4irvt/X) where 
y is the combined signal, A the amplitude of the ground signal, 
Am the amplitude of the target signal, v the velocity of the 
target and A the wave length of the detecting radiation» The 
pulse to pulse comparison, effected by a delay line, detects 
Ay in excess of or equal to a threshold, Ay0, that should, in 
general, exceed the noise signals due to the radar modulator 
and receiver» Quite obviously, it will do this for only a 
fraction, p, of the pulse to pulse intervals In a cycle of 
the modulation» This determines a detectability, p, for each 
speed of a given target
P 2 -I = — sec ir
T^TVp Am 
Afr Ay0
where fr is the pulse recurrence frequency and Vp is the 
velocity of the target with the probability of detection, p»
Actually, this result shows that there is a speed, vQ, 
below which the target will not be detected, i»e», when p = o, 
which may be called a cut-off velocity
Afr Ay0 
vo = W  Am
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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B. Consideration of two prominent objects simultaneously 
in the beam and within the pulse length, c t , shows that unless 
they are in line directly ahead, their relative radial 
velocities differ and the concomitant ground return will be 
modulated by this difference. This difference is a function 
of the angle off course, the speed of the plane, and the beam 
width. This difference may be thought of as clutter velocity, 
vc, or the velocity of a false target.
v ^  V$ sin © c
where V is the ground speed of the plane, $ is the azimuthal 
beam width and, hence, the maximum separation of the two 
objects, and 9 is the angle off course between the center of 
the beam and ground track. It is to be expected that,the 
modulation due to the clutter will be handled by the pulse to 
pulse circuits exactly like the modulation due to a moving 
target. That is, there will be clutter amplitude (Am)c and a 
probability of show, pc, but the Ay0 will be the same for both 
since it is a parameter of the detection system. This leads 
to an effective cut-off or minimum 9n below which no clutter 
modulation will show.
<Pn sin
-1 Am
V x S(Am ) = sin
-1
V $x 1
where (Am) is the effective target amplitude for the heterogeneous 
ground clutter, Vx is the maximum velocity for the plane that 
will not put false shows inside of 9n and <rc is the effective 
point target cross section of the ground clutter that gives rise 
to false targets. Thus, a clear sector that shows no false 
targets would be presented forward and aft with a PPI presenta­
tion for an airborne, pulse to pulse comparison, noncoherent, 
doppler radar. The width of these sectors is a function of 
the speed and the beam width besides being a function of the 
cut-off target velocity, the target size and clutter size.
Thus, it ought to be possible with an appropriate antenna to 
have 9n ^ ninety degrees for plane velocities less than a 
maximum, Vx, and hence, have a sidelooking MTI radar.
C. These theoretical conclusions are adequately verified 
by data collected at Wright Air Development Center in 1952 with 
an APS-27 installed in a B-47 and flown against test targets. These lead to values of
Ay0
Am .26 and
Ay Q
(Am)c .21
from which cr = .61 <rc. Unfortunately, one can not be certain that there was a sufficient variety of test targets or test
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terrains, or that recent improvements, such as FM delay lines 
instead of AM, would not permit the use of smaller values for 
Ay0. Extensive successful flying, at the Control Systems 
Laboratory, with a reworked APS-27 and FM delay line, for 
purposes other than testing these formulas, but over varied 
test vehicles and varied terrains indicate they are of the 
right order of magnitude. No direct experimental verification 
of these data has been made at the Control Systems Laboratory.
D. Contemplated changes for other Vs, as*s, fr, and 
pulse widths, t , requires consideration of the radar equations. 
As with all air-ground search applications, a csc^O antenna 
is preferred, since it gives a uniform returned power for all 
ranges for both the average terrain and an isolated target 
out to the maximum design range, R0. These are respectively?
PrT = Ptx2 ° /^hoRoi2 = Pta l2A ^ oRo
and Prg = Pt>2 ogCT,Airh0R2S = Pt.agOTAL/4irhoR2
where PrT is the signal from an isolated target of cross 
section cr, L is the horizontal aperture of the antenna and 
Ppg is the total return from a patch of terrain of specific 
cross section erg and area CTri. Also, h0 is the design 
altitude above the terrain and Ro is the designed maximum 
range for that altitude. It is to be noted that for a esc2 
antenna (l) the point target signal is also independent of 
range just as the signal from a ground patch for which it 
was designed and (2) the target signal is more^ sensitive to 
altitude than the ground patch since PrT 0(1 l/h2 while Prg <* l/h.
Considering the expressions in sections (A) and (B), one 
is tempted to write Am cc -\Jpr«p and set Vo oc AfpAyo/^PpT and thus 
v0 oc frAy0h$. However, this would assume a linear receiver 
that would not saturate and, thus, not mask the moving target 
modulation no matter what the magnitude of the ground return.
The required dynamic range has not been found feasibile for 
linear receivers and ground painting radars have used fast 
AGC or lin-log circuitry in order to keep, to some degree at 
least, the detail of large targets. It is quite feasible to 
construct a lin-log receiver with 80db dynamic range.
It is quite easy to show that a lin-log receiver will 
operate as an MTI receiver when the total signal is great 
enough to exceed the linear region and cause the receiver 
to operate with a gain proportional to the logarithm of the 
total signal. For the log portion of a lin-log receiver
y = p log A(1 + m cos 4irvt/A)
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and assuming that m is small enough to drop terms in m^, 
essentially this was done in section A, then
where p is the factor of proportionality appropriate for the 
particular receiver. The approximation seems valid since the 
log portion of the receiver will only be effective when the 
ground return, a^Prg, is large so that m - ^PrT/Prg will be 
small. The cut-off velocity is given by
Introducing the values of Frf and Prg from the radar equations
and, since the extreme clutter frequencies are also due to point targets beating,
where K is i constant of proportionality that can be evaluated from the WADC data referred to in section C. It is to be noted that when is expressed as a function of the cut-off velocity for moving targets, v©, it becomes independent of the wave length and dependent on the root of the rati© of the cross section of the target to the cross section of the ground clutter objects which give rise to the beats that could be Interpreted as false moving targets.
1« Consider, for a moment, the differences between the linear and logarithmic gain receivers. The principal equations for the use of this in an MTI radar arei
v0 - *frAy0lAitfm
vo " T i T "  V
frfr^yo -\ ggQThffi or
ve - K*fr
for the linear receiver
ve «
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For the logarithmic receiver
AfrAy0 ~\ hiOg
P cr
Vx sin „n
The difference between the two expressions for both the 
signal amplitude, Ay, and the cut-off velocities, vQ, are 
due to the fact that in the linear receiver the amplitude 
of the output signal from the receiver is proportional to 
the return signal from the target, (Am), while in the logarithmic 
receiver, the output signal is proportional to the fractional 
modulation (m) of the ground return by the signal from the 
moving target. The lin-log receiver at least keeps the carrier 
signal below saturation; though, it simultaneously reduces 
the amplitude of the modulation where the carrier is large.
This results in a decreasing output of MTI signal from a 
moving jeep, for example, when it is passing an extensive 
grain elevator or in a city below that when It is in more or 
less open country. With a logarithmic receiver, it is, thus, quite possible that the amplitude of a moving target, Ay, 
might get below the arbitrarily set threshold, Ay0, and not 
be shown when it is associated with an especially large 
ground return. The value of Ay0 is usually set high enough 
so that thermal and radar set noise does not give rise to 
false targets for the linear portion of a lin-log receiver.
It is to be noted that the logarithmic receiver depresses the 
noise amplitude at the same time as that of the MTI signal, 
and it is conceivable that a receiver for MTI purposes could 
be designed to lower the threshold, Ay0, simultaneously with 
the lowering of the gain in order to keep the theoretical 
advantages of a linear receiver. The experience of the 
Control Systems Laboratory with a lin-log receiver, over the 
past two years, indicates that the current lin-log receiver 
Is quite acceptable for a great deal of flying against 
military vehicles and, hence, a useful MTI need not wait for 
the development of a more ideal receiver. That the WADC 
data, referred to above, may not have achieved a minimal setting 
for Ayo makes conservative all of the estimates of performance 
for other applications such as that being developed herein.
Finally, it is to be noted that the maximum permissible 
velocity for the plane, Vx, has the same dependence upon 
beam width, $, and cut-off target velocity, vo, regardless of 
the type of receiver. This is to be expected, since the 
false target signals are handled by the receiver the same as
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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real target signals. While the WADC data gave <r = .61 <rc and, 
hence, {(j/cr0 ) l/ 2  = .738, this value is expected to vary for 
different terrains and, furthermore, cannot be assumed to be 
optimum for present practice. The use of these data In 
designing a new system Is probably conservative.
III. FEASIBILITY
The theoretical considerations in conjunction with the WADC data and CSL experience establish a feasibility for a 
sidelooking, pulse to pulse comparison, noncoherent doppler 
radar with a lin-log receiver for detecting moving military 
vehicles. A brief calculation will establish a few numbers.
The WADC data gives for an X-band radar with 2,000 pulses per 
second and a ten-foot antenna that the cut-off velocity, v0, 
would be 2.10 miles per hour; and for looking at ninety degrees 
to the flight path, the maximum velocity of the plane, VV* 
that would insure no appreciable false targets for cr = .6 crc 
would be 156 miles per hour. A ten-foot linear array either 
on the side of or on the bottom of a small airplane is certainly 
conceivable and, hence, such a reconnaissance device is feasible.
IV. OPERATIONAL EMPLOYMENT OF A SIDELOOKING MTI RADAR
Before determining the design parameters of such an MTI 
radar as described above, it is probably best to consider a 
possible operational employment of the equipment to ascertain 
what burden this would impose on the use of the equipment. A 
plane with a speed capability close to the Vx appropriate for 
the antenna and wave length can be equipped with the radar. 
Figures 1 and 2 show feasible installations for X-band 
antenna on the YL-23 and YL-26. It is to be utilized primarily 
to fly behind the friendly side of the MLR during nonvisual 
conditions, that is, during fog, haze, and dark conditions.
These flights will vary in length but may well extend to 
100+ miles, taking 1/2 to 3/% hour, whereupon the plane 
reverses its flight. The data is collected on a filmstrip, 
for example, and dropped in a cassette to a known friendly 
agent that processes it and passes it on to the proper agents 
for evaluation and distribution. This record will show the 
distribution of detected moving targets with radial speeds in excess of three or four miles per hour for twenty miles, or 
more, into enemy terrain. It shows nothing else and, hence, 
does not have to have the pertinent data extracted from a 
background of Irrelevant data such as known woods, hills, etc. 
This ought to permit easier evaluation than a photograph or 
pseudo photographic record made with infrared or high resolution doppler. Then the plane repeats its survey so that changes In the enemy traffic can be known.
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This procedure implies (a) flying under nonvisual 
conditions, (b) a permanent record of the data, (c) correlat­
ing the data with real space. These implications must be 
achieved or the mission will be a waste of time.
A. Flying Under Nonvisual Conditions
Flying under nonvisual conditions for the purpose of 
surveying a particular area requires that the pilot have 
adequate information as to his whereabouts. Dead reckoning 
can hardly be considered adequate, and it is proposed that the 
plane carry one of the available small search or navigational 
radars for radar pilotage, anticollision, beacon pilotage, 
and drift angle determination. Currently, the types that 
should be considered are the military APS-42, APN-59, or the commercially available Bendix RDR-1. The installation of 
this radar for forward looking would probably be best with 
the antenna mounted in the nose of a two motor plane such 
as the Army YL-23 or YL-26. The nose of either of these can, 
almost certainly, be modified to hold the antenna and have a 
radome covering faired into the airplane skin. A belly 
mounting is conceivable if the grounded plane clears the 
runway sufficiently and the wheels are retractable. A 
retractable belly mounting would take up quite a lot of room 
in the plane and imposes a fairly elaborate installation.
It is to be noted that such a navigation radar increases the 
utility of this plane for purposes other than battlefield 
surveillance,
B. The Permanent Record
As suggested above, a permanent record can be made with a suitable camera record of the scope. The scope would 
show a single range trace across its face that would be 
intensity modulated by the signals from moving targets.
Since the trace would represent a range of twenty miles, a 
flight of one hundred miles would require a strip only five times 
as long as it is wide. For reasons to be explained later, it 
will be desirable to have two parallel records, one of the 
ordinary radar ground signals and the other of the MTI 
signals. This reduces the length to width ratio for the 
film of 2.5 to one. A typical record is shown in Figure J>,
Thus, it seems that each survey run should be recorded on 
a single piece of high quality, fine grain film and the 
progress of the plane over the terrain be recorded either by 
moving the film holder or rotating a small mirror in front 
of the lens. This would be compatible with dropping the 
record of each run as soon as the run is finished.
Quite obviously, the film or mirror will move very slowly. If one assumes twenty-mile traces to be about one 
inch long on the film, then a one hundred-mile run would
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FIG-3- SKETCH OF MAP AND PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF PERMANENT ECHO AND 
MOVING TA R G E T DATA.
VO
THE FILM RECORD IS SKETCHED TO SHOW THE PERMANENT m
ECHO STRIP AND THE MOVING TARGET STRIP AS SEEN ^
FROM A PLANE FLYING AT AN ALTITUDE OF 4,000 FEET 
ABOVE SEA LEVEL ALONG THE LEFT HAND EDGE OF THE MAP.
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require about five inches of film. A plane traveling at 
two hundred miles per hour would require that the film 
advance 2.8 x 10-3 inches per second or that the mirror 
rotate about 1.6 x 10-2 degrees per second for a 60-degree 
aperture camera. In either case, this would give 7*000 
lines per inch for a prf of 2,000 per second.
The choice of a film record is made largely because in 
the end such a record would be required for scaling to maps.
The use of a data link for transmitting the data to a 
ground installation where it could be recorded did not seem 
justified. The very nature of the enemy action being 
detected is quite slow and would not, in general, require immediate counteraction. The weight of the transmitting 
equipment would essentially be added to that already 
installed since the data must be processed in the plane up 
to the scope for monitoring and adjusting the equipment. 
Finally, to accomplish map correlation, two channels would 
probably be required and, thus, increase the EM radiations 
already existent on the battlefield.
Despite this reliance on film, a third scope will be 
required for monitoring the set performance. It will have the 
trace travel over the face of the persistent tube as the 
plane progresses and the operator can see if there is any 
exceptional or unusual activity and alert the ground of it.
C. Correlating the Record With Real Space
To correlate the record with real space principally 
involves two operations, (l) flying the plane as closely as 
possible to the desired course and (2) correlating the record 
with maps so as to correct for any errors in the flight. The 
laying on of a surveillance flight will require some idea of 
the location of the MLR that may well wind and twist 
considerably across the map. Unless a space stabilized display 
is incorporated, the record will be oriented relative to the 
plane. Space stabilization will nearly double the weight of 
the MTI radar and require a much larger recording device if 
it is to hold and make a map of one hundred-mile runs. Rather, if each run is along one straight course, space stabilization 
is not needed. It is, therefore, proposed that such a course 
be chosen as permits the longest possible straight runs. A 
new film record should be made for each leg of a broken course.
With the navigation radar, a suitable initial point (IP) 
for starting the planned survey runs can be located either by 
offset from established prominent fixed echoes or beacons.
The courses must be run as straight as possible which can best be accomplished by setting the proper heading into an
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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autopilot. There is considerable evidence that a pilot is 
not able to fly nearly as straight a course as an autopilot. 
Without correct wind information, the course may not be that 
one which was planned. It is much more important to fly a 
straight course than to wander around a planned course.
Unless the actual course deviates in such a way as to endanger 
survival either by collision or enemy action, it must be as 
straight as possible. This can be seen by envisaging the 
radar beam perpendicular to the plane. For a while, it has 
been writing in one parallel sweep after another and these 
write in the map to the side of the plane just as it appears 
in nature. If now the plane turns away from the strip being 
surveyed, even for a minor correction to course, the tip of 
the radar beam swings a large arc. For a three-degree per 
second turn, the tip of the beam at twenty miles sweeps out 
one mile per second, but the record continues to write each 
sweep parallel to the preceding and, thus, compresses this 
mile to 0.056 mile for a two hundred mph plane. This will 
make correlating the record with an actual map extremely 
difficult besides superimposing on the record moving targets 
that were quite far apart. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4.
FLIGHT
COURSE
WIND
HEADING 
OF PLANE
RADAR
BEAM
SUCCESSIVE
RADAR
TRACES
EFFECT OF DRIFT ANGLE ON SIDE LOOKING MTI RADAR
FIG. 4.
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For the purpose of correlating with a map and correcting 
for discrepancies between the planned course and the flown 
course, it is proposed that a display of radar ground returns 
be shown on a scope, identical with the MTI scope, and this be 
recorded at the same time and adjacent to the MTI record.
The lakes, hills, roads, and other prominent objects will 
locate the radar ground return and, thus, the MTI returns 
that are adjacent.
If the flight is being made with a crab angle between 
heading and ground course, as in general it will be, the 
record will be askew as compared to a map. This is because 
the beam is at a fixed angle to the plane, presumably ninety 
degrees, and if the plane is crabbed ten degrees toward the 
strip, for example, the signals being received at the end 
of the twenty-mile trace will be 3»5 miles behind those at 
the beginning as measured along the edge of the record.
This could be corrected by aiming the beam ten degrees 
ahead. To make such a correction would require either 
rotating the antenna about a vertical axis which is quite 
inconceivable in the size planes being considered or 
arranging to phase shift it as was done in the Eagle (APQ-7) 
antenna. The structure for phase shifting requires extreme 
machining and would increase the weight of the antenna 
several fold. Nearly as good a correction can be achieved by 
tilting the trace on the tubes. Tilting the camera is not 
feasible, since it would displace the association of ground 
echoes and MTI signals.
However, before either the beam can be aimed or the trace 
tilted correctly, the actual drift angle will have to be 
determined under the nonvisual conditions specified. The 
search radar required for radar pilotage can be utilized for 
drift angle determination. The customary method of observing 
the angle that the track of a fixed target makes across the 
face of the scope can be substantially improved upon by a 
simple doppler technique. The set must be modified to 
permit the installation of a range gated boxcar in addition 
to the regular presentation. This may determine which small radar to use. The audio return from off course clutter will 
come to a sharp null every time the search radar aims along 
the ground track. The angle between this and the heading of 
the plane may then be determined by the observer viewing a 
selsyn repeat of the antenna position and noting where this 
coincides with the audio null. An overlay scribed mark can 
be oriented along this position and a linkage put the proper 
tilt into the indicators. While a preliminary experiment 
showed this simple method of drift angle correction has some 
promise, if this should not be adequately realized, there are 
several automatic or nearly automatic electronic means of sensing the null and locating or tracking its angle.
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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While the film recording is proposed to be synchronized with the ground speed of the plane, it is not required that 
this be very precise. A device to automatically measure the 
ground speed and control the motion of the film or scanning 
mirror would be comparable to building a heavy navigational 
radar. At the worst, a lack of synchronization will give 
different scales for the cross-track and along-track scales 
of the recording; this can be compensated for while trans­
posing the essential data to an appropriate map. A calibrated 
rheostat for the drive motor and the air speed with the 
drift angle will permit calculating the ground speed with 
sufficient accuracy for the recording.
V. A RATIONAL DESIGN
As with any implementation, the design is a considered 
compromise between the desired performance and the adjustable 
parameters of the techniques available. Briefly, the desired 
performance for an airborne, sidelooking MTI radar is assumed 
to be the detection of moving vehicles as far into enemy 
territory as possible while flying over friendly terrain.
This means the selection of the appropriate wave length, pulse 
recurrent rate, and antenna length so as to optimize the lower 
limit of detectable velocities, the maximum range, the 
resolution of separate targets commensurate with the Army 
inventory of airplanes and a reasonably continuous surveillance 
of the enemy terrain.
A recapitulation of the theoretical considerations of 
section II provides the following for a pulse to pulse, 
sidelooking, noncoherent radar with a logarithmic receivers
v = v sec tt/2 P p o '
vo = KXfr ■'Ia® i/c
(1)
(2)
(3)
It is to be noted that equation (l) establishes a 
relation between Vx$ and vQ that depends only upon the ratio 
of the relative size of the target and size of the clutter 
discontinuities that give rise to false targets, and it is 
quite independent of fr. In the sense that L is probably 
limited by the plane and since $ =* \ / L $ equation (l) is (4)
indirectly a function of X. On the other hand, v0 is a 
function of both and fr, as well as of $ and/or L, as 
shown in equation (3 ) where K is a factor of proportionality 
that depends upon the transmitted power, the logarithmic gain 
factor and the tolerable Ay0 of the radar set.
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The maximum range of the sweep is reduced to one-half of 
that customarily available for radars, since the delay line 
requirement for the pulse to pulse comparison is that it must 
be cleared of all spurious signals before the next pulse 
passes through it. To accomplish this, current practice 
gates the receiver to be off for one-half of the pulse 
recurrence interval which leads to:
Since both v0 and Vx are functions of fr, Rx can be evaluated 
as a function of these independent variables
It is to be noted that R as a function of v and V is 
independent of i, and also that K is proportional to Ay0.
The resolution between targets that are parallel to 
the line of flight, i.e., the lateral resolution, depends 
upon their being separated in the record. The length of 
the trace on the record, A£, for a point target is dependent 
on the beam width and the distance away, that is, Af = R$ 
for $ in radians is the ratio of the trace length to the 
sweep distance of the target.
Using equation (l),
and, hence, the resolution per unit range to the target is 
independent of X or f r  for the same vQ and Vx .
Generally, the trace of two equi-range targets at 
nearly A/ separation can be distinguished from the length of 
trace for one target. However, there is no way of ascertain­
ing whether such an elongated trace is due to two or many 
parallel targets embracing the same total separation.
The resolution between parallel targets is also a 
measure of the uncertainty with which a target can be located 
on a map. For example, at twenty miles range with a beam 
width of five degrees, the length of a trace from a single 
target embraces 1.75 miles and if there were several roads in 
that vicinity, it might be quite impossible to locate the 
moving vehicle on any one of them. Similarly, since twenty-five per cent of that distance is about .44 mile or 780 yards, it is equally difficult to ascertain whether the signal is due 
to one or twenty vehicles on that road. At least, as far
Rx * c A f r (5a)
(5b)
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as lateral resolution is concerned, it seems desirable to keep 
$ as small as possible.
The resolution between two targets that are at different 
distances along the same line out from the plane depends upon 
the pulse length of the band pass and the resolution of the 
scope. The pulse length and band pass considerations 
establish the essential resolution to be between Ct and 2Ct 
which for a 0.5 microsecond pulse gives a resolution of 
about 150 yards, regardless of the distance from the target. 
Though, this is about 1/5 of the lateral resolution at twenty 
miles discussed above, proportional remarks regarding 
locating the target and masking the multiplicity of targets 
apply to the range resolution.
The resolution of the scope and recording equipment is 
generally limited by the minimum dot size of the scope which 
is customarily set at 0.5mm for design considerations. With 
a camera reducing a five-inch sweep to one inch on the film, 
the spot becomes 0.1mm so that the resolution of ordinary 
films, being about .01mm, is more than adequate. The effect 
of spot on lateral resolution for a twenty-mile sweep is 
about 1^0 yards. With the five degree beam postulated above, 
the limitation of lateral resolution is due to the beam width 
for all ranges in excess of three miles from the plane. Thus, 
for ranges in excess of twenty miles for five inches, the 
spot size of the scope may limit the range resolution.
The derivation of the probability of show of a particular 
velocity as expressed in equation (2) above depended upon the 
number of differences above a threshold, and was found 
compatible with the data obtained by WADC using an AN/APS-27o 
That radar operates to illuminate the target with either 15 
or 27 pulses per passage of the beam. The number of pulses 
of the sidelooking radar that will illuminate the target is 
determined by the distance of the target from the plane, the 
velocity of the plane and the pulse recurrence rate as follows
u = ®fr R A x = rR (7)
where y is introduced as the number of pulses per mile of 
range of the target from the plane.
Values of Y are shown in the following tables and, in 
all cases, are considerably greater than that of a single 
passage of the APS-27» This should increase the probability 
of show over that observed by WADC and, thus, decrease the 
factor, sec-1 irp/2, that multiplies the cut-off velocity to 
determine the minimum velocity detectable with a probability p 
To evaluate this, one might consider each multiple of the
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APS-27 group of 15-27 pulses as a random selection and 
evaluate the probability of one or more shows for that number 
of groups. Actually, these groups are successive and 
unless the aspect of the target changes or the target 
scintillates during the continued looking, a composite 
probability might be optimistic. However, the film record 
will integrate and the time of passage over a target is 
probably long enough for at least one "cycle" of scintillation.
The time on target, t, is given by
t = M  (8)
X
and, hence, for the twenty-mile, five-degree beam, 200 mile 
per hour plane considered above, the time over target is 
about 7 .5 seconds which is several times the interval between 
successive looks of the AN/APS-27* As a compromise, the 
factor, G, for multiplying the cut-off velocity to provide the 
velocity for which there is a probability of two or more 
shows during the passage over the beam as a function of the 
number of groups N of 27 pulses is shown in Figure 5» It is 
to be noted that the factor K in equation (5) essentially 
contains this unit group of 27 pulses. Thus, the velocity 
for which there is an 80 per cent probability of show ( v Qq ) is 
given by vq0 = GN = g Y/27 . (9)
The nine equations above essentially contain fourteen 
independent or dependent variables including the quantities 
that are determined from WADC data, i.e., ^a/acl * .783 and 
K a^/Og' = 4.24 x 10-4 for velocities in mph, V s  in cm, R in 
miles and R in feet. The principal independent variables 
are, vQ, the desired minimum detectable speed; Vx, the 
maximum speed of the plane; and Rx, the maximum range of 
search. The principal dependent variables are X, the wave 
length; fr, the recurrence rate; and L, the length of the 
antenna. Also, both Vx and L must be compatible with Army 
planes. Table I lists the results of a sample set of 
calculations for C-band, A = 5*5 cm, and Figure 6 is a graph 
of the same data. The heavy outlined section shows 150 ^ Vx ^ 225 
miles per hour and v0 ^  3*0 miles per hour, as being the 
desired values for the anticipated use. It is to be noted 
that antenna length L must be in excess of 11.5 feet and 
pr ^  1700 whereupon Rx * 27*5 miles. These are quite feasible. 
Note that lowering vQ accompanies increasing Rx with concomitant increasing L.
A composite of limited sectors for various r.f. frequencies, 
S-band X = 10.0 cm, C-band A = 5.5 cm, X-band A * 3.2 cm and 
Ku-band X = 1.86 cm Is shown in Figure 7« The greatest Rx is obtainable with S-band, but in general, the antenna lengths are excessive.
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TABLE 1
C-Band * - 5*15 cm.
fr A L (ft) 5 8 10 15 20 25
no/sec mi $ deg* 2.1 1.5 1.0 .70 .52 .41
r no 1800 880 630 340 220 160
A J/R yds/mi 65 40 52 21 16 15
2000 25 vo 6.7 5o5 4.6 5.9 5.5 5.0
vx 150 180 210 250 290 550
1000 45 vo 5.4 2.7 2.5 1.9 1.7 1.5
Vx 75 91 100 150 150 160
500 95 v0 1.7 1.5 1.2 1.0 .8 .7
Vx 56 46 51 65 73 82
The data cited in Figure 7 do not include evaluation of 
the lateral resolution Ai/R nor consideration of the number 
of pulses hitting the target while the beam passes over it at 
Vx. As noted with equation (6), the specific lateral 
resolution is independent of A, fr, Rx and for the purposes at hand
( A -i/B.) = ( v 0A x ) ■\|<T/ a0' = 2 4 . 0  ( v qA x )
for A! in yards, R in miles and both v and V in miles per 
hour. Thus, the specific resolution is the sSme for identical 
paired values of v0Ax* 0n the other hand, Y' is proportional to
i 2
Y  = k(*2/L2)
and suitable values for it are shown in Figure 8. It is to 
be noted that in all practical cases that ^is sufficiently 
large for ranges in excess of one or two miles that the 
factor G of Figure 5 is approximately 1.0 and vgQ is only 
slightly greater than v0.
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The parameters for design of the system just presented are based upon two experimental data from WADC, namely
ijo/^ c = *785 and = .26
In actual practice, both of these could differ from the 
values assumed. The first assumption is the value for the 
square root of the ratio of the moving target cross section 
to the cross section of the heterogeneous ground objects that 
give rise to false targets and was principally conceived in determining the values of Vx and L for Figures 6 and 7. As 
inferred above, practice at both WADC and CSL has confirmed 
the assumed values. However, operations may be required over 
terrain where Oe is considerably In excess of that experienced
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FIG.8. FACTOR FOR DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF PULSES 
ON A TA R G E T, Y .
to date and false targets would be shown on the monitor 
scope and record. Under such conditions, flying slower would 
clean out the false targets and retain the minimum velocity 
as can be seen from Figure 6. Thus, a test as to whether the 
targets recorded are false or real is to take two passes, one 
at a slower speed than the other. Conversely, the practical 
Vx over an arbitrary terrain for any given sidelooking MTI 
radar can be determined by taking passes at increasing speed 
until false targets appear. It is to be noted that the speeds referred to are ground speeds.
The second assumption is the value of the ratio of the minimum detectable MTI difference signal (Ay0) to the 
fractional modulation (m) of the average ground signal by 
the target signal which was principally used in determining vQ. 
Essentially, Ay0 is an adjustment of the radar that is 
usually effected by setting the threshold of the MTI scope. 
Obviously, Ay0 should be set above the signals due to thermal 
or other set noise so that no false signals will be introduced 
from that source. This will be especially so for photo film
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integration of the presentation such as has been suggested 
above. For the logarithmic receiver, the ratio, m, is 
independent of the transmitted power. However, m is 
inversely proportional to the square root of the product of 
the average ground cross section and the height above the 
ground. The square root alleviates this dependence but vG 
does increase as the square root of the product which suggests 
a design based on a vQ less than the largest tolerable value 
in order to compensate for generally rough ground and/or 
occasional flying above the design height. Furthermore, 
the integrated signal strength is dependent upon m in such a 
way as to be approximately proportional to the 0.75 power of 
the same product and weak targets may be lost in rough ground 
or during high flying. Some excess in transmitted power 
will alleviate this.
The design altitude of the esc2 antenna should be 
compatible with Army, nonvisual flying, practices and normal 
weather conditions, such as flying in an overcast. The angle 
of depression, 90> of the main lobe will also be determined 
by the designed maximum range R0 as well as by the height, 
h = R0 sin 90. Certainly, 90 need not be much less than 
one-half the vertical beam width, which would permit about 
the same R0 for all heights below the design altitude. For 
a range of one hundred miles on a target, the required 
altitude is 5*000 feet and the angle of depression about .5 
degrees which is considerably less than one-half of the 
probable half width from considerations of both mounting the 
antenna on an Army plane and the available power. Designing 
for an altitude of 10,000 feet would tend to minimize the 
secondary effects that come from flying above the design 
altitude, such as were mentioned above.
The installation of the necessarily long, sidelooking 
MTI radar antenna requires a horizontal clear sweep, quite 
straight for the length of the antenna on the side of a high 
wing plane or, perhaps, a belly mounting for a low wing plane. 
Examples of such mountings are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The 
antenna must have clear view of the ground for the entire 
length. For side mounting the cant of the side may be 
compensated for ninety degree looking by proper spacing of 
the slots or dipoles of the linear array. In either case, it 
would probably be best to mount two antennas with an inboard 
r.f. switch that could connect to the appropriate antenna for 
the mission. In general, the antenna should be as parallel 
In the vertical plane to the average flight line of the 
cruising plane as possible. A change from this design flight 
line, i.e., a change from the designed angle of attack, will 
tilt the thin sheet beam a corresponding number of degrees 
forward or back. However, with the proposed simultaneous recording of the permanent targets and moving targets, this
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is not important, since there is still a one-to-one 
correspondence horizontally across the record.
Buffeting of the plane by wind will tend to introduce 
errors and gaps in the record. It may displace land marks, 
and it may make moving targets appear where they do not 
exist and vice versa, as well as perhaps making multiple 
targets out of one of the continuous return from a single 
moving vehicle. An efficient autopilot will help to 
alleviate this confusion as well as materially aid in keeping the constant heading for the run.
All pulsed doppler radars have, of necessity, blind 
speeds, that is, radial target speeds at which no moving 
target, no matter how large it may be, will be detected.
These are those speeds for which the doppler frequency is an 
exact multiple of the pulse recurrence frequency, whence 
vb = nfrX/2 where n = 1, 2, Jo***, and vb are the blind speeds. 
Actually, with a pulse to pulse comparison, noncoherent 
radar, the speeds between vb - vQ and vb + vQ will also be 
excluded. It is to be noted that these can come within the 
group of those speeds that are quite appropriate for enemy 
vehicles. The first (n = l) blind speed for typical pairs 
of X and fp are shown in Table 2. Several of these come in 
the range of speeds that might be utilized by the enemy 
vehicles. Each one centers a nonreporting range of 2v0.
Thus, the reported traffic will be a fraction of the actual 
traffic which for low blind speeds could become quite a 
small fraction of the total. For example, the use of 
Ku Vo = 2 mph and fr = 500 would block out all vehicles in 
the ranges 0 - 2 ,  8.4 - 12.4, 18.8 - 22.8, 29.2 - 35.2,
39*6 - 43*6 and 50 - 54 mph to take those for speeds less 
than 60 mph. While for S-band, v0 = 2 mph and fr = 500, 
there would be only 0 - 2  mph cut out below 54 mph.
TABLE 2
Lowest Blind Speeds
Band Tv 500 750 1000 1500 2000 3000
S 10.0 56 84 112 168 224 34o
C 5.5 31 46 62 92 123 185
X 3.2 13 27 35 55 71 106
Ku 1.86 10.4 16 21 31 42 63
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VI. FEASIBILITY TESTS
As mentioned at the start of this report of this study, 
the value of a sidelooking MTI radar compatible with installa­
tion in an Army plane ought to be useful for battlefield 
surveillance and reconnaissance for determining enemy 
redeployment, reinforcement and, perhaps, build up that would 
provide a suitable target for a special weapon» As a result 
of this study, the feasibility seems promising for enemy 
vehicles with speeds normal to the flight path as low as 2 mph 
and up to ranges as far as k2 miles with existing radar bands»
However, it is believed that the true value of such a 
sensing device can only be ascertained after experimental use 
of a set that demonstrates the feasibility» In general, 
operational usefulness depends not only on the successful 
working of a reconnaissance device but also upon associated 
doctrine that insures the availability of the information 
when needed» Frequently, this doctrine has impact on the 
final design that improves the original concept. Furthermore, 
there are several places in the study that are vague and 
which lack adequate data» The author knows of no firm data 
relating the maximum ranges on detection of moving vehicles 
as a function of the peak power» The postulated data recording 
envisages point to point comparison of the signals from the 
fixed features of the terrain and a military map» Of course, 
beacons behind friendly lines would help but are they 
necessary? The postulated flight path is a straight one.
Just how straight it must be to provide useful data and 
whether that can be readily attained is an open question»
It is also a question of just how badly the lack of lateral 
resolution or the effects of buffeting mitigates against the 
usefulness of the data to the Army» Furthermore, present 
airborne noncoherent pulsed doppler experience has not worked 
over a very large variety of terrains and the assumed values 
of (Ay0/i3mj and ic/ob and the ease of accommodating for 
changes in them may be optimistic»
In consideration of the above, a feasibility test with 
an Army plane and installed radars modified from existing 
gear would seem worth while» From the data on Figure 5#
C-band MTI would seem optimum» Unless the currently used 
values of (Ay0/pm) are far too great, the S-band with its 
greater ranges and greater penetration of foliage requires 
antennas that are too long to be installed in Army aircraft 
and, hence, must be excluded. The author knows of no C-band 
radar equipment that has been modified for airborne noncoherent 
doppler radar while there has been a lot of experience with 
X-band at ranges out to fifteen or twenty miles» Hence, in the interest of time and expense, it would be prudent to initiate an X-band installation for feasibility tests to be
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followed by a C-band equipment engineered for production if the feasibility tests warrant such.
The design of the radars depends upon the values of the 
independent variables A, v0> and Vx. In order to set down 
the parameters of such a system, the following values are 
assumed, X = 3«2 cm, vQ = 2.0 mph and Vx is appropriate for 
either a YL-23 with a cruising speed of 160 mph or a YL-26 
with a cruising speed of 230 mph. Consideration of 
Figure 7 gives Rx » 2 3 A miles, fr = 2,000 and L = 10.5 
feet for the YL-23 while for the YL-26, it gives Rx = 20 
miles, fr = 2,530 and L = 14.7 feet. The lengths of these 
antennas are quite compatible with these planes as shown in 
the outline profile sketches of Figures 1 and 2. That the 
value of fp = 2,000 for the YL-23 should be a customary 
value for airborne radars and that delay lines of this value 
are essentially "on the shelf" is quite fortuitous. The 
discussion of Rx in section V points out that an fr = 2,000 
is also feasible for the YL-26 without altering vG or Vx 
or introducing false targets by raising Ay0 by a factor of 
1.17* In practice, this can be done by setting the 
threshold during a trial run to just cut out false targets.
Based upon these considerations, the following table of 
parameters seems feasible, to the author, for a set of gear 
that could be assembled and modified in from six to eight 
months. It would be heavier and might require more power than 
a well engineered version, but the operational features 
ought to be close enough to a final form to permit Army 
evaluation of the reliability and usefulness of the equipment 
and the Army’s future interest in such equipment. Figure 9 is a schematic for a suitable feasibility X-band radar 
largely assembled from modified existing components.
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Radar
C 0 N F I
PARAMETERS
MTI
D E N T I A L 
FOR FEASIBILITY
Navigation
Band X X X
v0 2l0 . 2i0Plane YL-26 YL-25Cruise speed 230 mph 160 mph
Radius 600 mi. 470 ml.
Load passengers 5or 1,520 lbs. 884 lbs.
Ceiling 20,000 ft. 20,000 ft.
Length 40 ft. 55 ft. 5 in.
225 160For K = 4.2 4x10^
Hx 20 mi. 25.4 mi. 40 mi.
fr 2,550 2,000L^ 14.7 ft. 10.5 ft.Can increase Ayo
Hx 23.4 ml.fr 2,000 2,000L 14.7 ft.
$ .40 deg. .57 deg.
Lateral resolution
Yards/mile 12.5 17.5
ß 261 445Design altitude 10,000 ft. 10,000 ft.
Antenna csc2 50 lbs. 18? esc2 25 lbs(RDR-l)
Modulator APG-52 55 lbs. APG-52 55 lbsTransmitter-
Receiver APG-52 55 lbs. APG-52 55 lbsBeam power ^ 0  KW ^__
Synchronizer CSL 40 lbs. CSL 55 lbsControl box CSL 8 lbs.
Camera and
scopes CSL
and Signal
Corps 25 lbs.Cables CSL 20 lbs. CSL 20 lbs
Total weight 289 lbs. 146 lbs
Power 2,000 VA 1,000 VA
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